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A told B, and B told C, "I'll meet you at the top of the coconut tree" Countless children -- and there

parents -- can joyfully recite the familiar words of this beloved alphabet chant. The perfect pairing of

Bill Martin Jr and John Archambault's lively rhymes, and Caldecott Honor artist Lois Ehlert's bright,

bold, cheerful pictures made Chicka Chicka Boom Boom an instant hit and a perennial favorite.  

This full-sized, quality paperback edition will bring even more fans to this endearing, enduring

classic.   Chicka chicka boom boom will there be enough room? There will always be room for

Chicka Chicka boom Boom on every child's bookshelf!
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The 26 characters in this rhythmic, rhyming baby book are a lowercase alphabet with attitude. "A

told b, and b told c, 'I'll meet you at the top of the coconut tree'"--which probably seemed like a good

idea until the other 23 members of the gang decided to follow suit. Lois Ehlert's chunky block

illustrations show the luxuriant green palm standing straight and tall on the first page, but it begins to

groan and bend under its alphabetical burden. First the coconuts fall off, then ("Chicka chicka...

BOOM! BOOM!") all the letters also end up in a big heap underneath. A very simple board-book

version stops there, but this original text goes on to introduce the helping hands of the 26 uppercase

"mamas and papas and uncles and aunts." (Baby to preschool) --Richard Farr



In this bright and lively rhyme, the letters of the alphabet race each other to the top of the coconut

tree. When X, Y and Z finally scramble up the trunk, however, the weight is too much, and down

they all tumble in a colorful chaotic heap: "Chicka Chicka . . . BOOM! BOOM!" All the family

members race to help, as one by one the letters recover in amusingly battered fashion. Poor

stubbed toe E has a swollen appendage, while F sports a jaunty Band-Aid and P is indeed

black-eyed. As the tropic sun goes down and a radiant full moon appears, indomitable A leaps out

of bed, double-daring his colleagues to another treetop race. This nonsense verse delights with its

deceptively simple narrative and with the repetition of such catchy phrases as "skit skat skoodle

doot." Ehlert's bold color scheme, complete with hot pink and orange borders, matches the crazy

mood perfectly. Children will revel in seeing the familiar alphabet transported into this madcap

adventure. Ages 2-6. Copyright 1989 Reed Business Information, Inc.

This was a great purchase for me and my son. I read to him almost every night and this is one of his

favorites. He's one and it is just the right size for him. Would definitely recommend this to anyone!

Funny Book! Recommend it !

Our 2 year old daughter got the new Blues Clues tape for the ABC and they read Chicka Chicka

Boom Boom on it. She just loved it so we bought both the Chicka Chicak Boom Boom and the 123

numbers books. She loves these books! They sell a set with magnetic numbers and I regret not

buying that one, but we have other letters to use for additional book interaction. Plus Blues Clues

doesn't do the entire story, so it was fun to be able to read the rest of the book after the letters fall

out of the tree. I highly recommend this book for any child learning their ABC....it's fun for learning!

Parents who do not like this book do not understand that although it uses the letters as characters, it

is not an "ABC book." Rather it should be seen as a rhythmic exercise to keep children excited

about reading.Now, for the quibble: "Sung by Ray Charles" sounds like fun to me, but he doesn't

sing at all. Rather, he reads the book twice on the CD and then we are treated to two versions by

children and one sung by the author. "Performed by" Ray maybe, but not sung. The CD is

HORRIBLE. If you want to supplement with a CD at all, treat yourself to the scholastic video of this

story. The music is wonderful and guaranteed to get kids singing along.



I enjoyed this book so much, I am purchasing the board book version of it. It is one of the few books

I have read to my daughter and day care children that totally drew them in from the second line.

Chicka Chicka Boom Boom is a daring yet impish race of the small alphabet letters up to the top of

a coconut tree with vivid artwork on every page. When the tree is weighed down with all the letters,

it bends and the child-like letters fall down to be picked up by the large letters described as the

mamas and the papas and the uncles and the aunts. Theya re all gathered up and put to bed when

all the sudden out comes little a again..and the fun starts again. It is so fun to read for the adults too.

What a great way to show the relationship betwen large and small alphabet letters! We even started

a game with me saying, "Chicka chicka?" and them cheering back, "BOOM BOOM!"The author

captures the tone of children at play, keeps a rhythm that is easy to follow, and provides a warm

sunny way for children to remember the alphabet. It is well worth the money and I will look for more

offerings from the author in the future. I also used it as a tool for homeschooling my daughter who

has just turned 4. After the purchase and use of this book, she can easily recognize all letters large

and small which makes it so much easier when you work on phonics and early reading. The book

made it FUN and that is what I liked the most.Get this book!!! It's educational, affordable, and fun!

My 3 & 4 year old love this book, and I have so much fun reading it to them. They love the funny

words and how it is written with a nice rhythm. I have tried many alphabet books with my kids, and

this is the only one we have found that keeps their attention from end to end. My 4 year walks

around chanting the verses from the book because it is so naturally easy to memorize. It not only

teaches the letters but that there are both upper-case (adults in this story) and lower-case (the kids)

letters. My 4 year old quickly noticed that the "children" letters were all lower-case.

I work with preschool age children and this book is in almost every Pre-K room I visit. It's a fun

introduction to the alphabet in my opinion. The pages are colorful without too much to look at on

each page. You do have to read this story with some sort of inflection and excitement or else it will

lose some of the charm of the story. I bought this book for my niece who is going to be turning 2.

Her mom is a big book person, so i thought this would be a good addition to their growing library of

children's books. The book arrived quickly and in good condition. it is a true board book with durable

pages. I think it would be very difficult for a child to destroy this, short of maybe sticking it in water

for an extended period of time. I do recommend to anyone thinking of buying this.

One of our favorites. We had to order a new one since our original was so well loved. This fun book



has bright, colorful, simple pictures with very clear letters. No fancy versions in this one. Lower case

letters use rhyme and repetition as they climb to the top of the coconut tree. When they all get up,

they all fall down. Upper case letters (parents and other relatives) come help the little letters and we

are told of each letters' injury.This is a classic for most classrooms and homes when teaching

children about the alphabet. My older kids still love to hear it and my preschooler loves pointing out

the letters. She also loves to help me during the repetition.Definitely a book worth purchasing.
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